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THE NEXT PRESIDENT IS GOING TO
BE A WOMAN... Catherine Young, Vice
President and newly-anointed Democratic
nominee, is surging in the polls. The race is
on against GOP candidate Jerusha
Hutchins, folksy charmer and blonde
beauty, who is the darling of the far-right
Liberty Party. Jerusha is married to a
powerful televangelist minister and has a
lot of support. But with political
wunderkind Zane Zarillo running her
campaign, Catherine is bound to hold her
lead. Suddenly a medical emergency puts
the President in the hospital and forces
Catherine to act in his place a perfect
opportunity for her to show her Oval
Office stuff. Just when her election looks
like a sure thing, Catherines romantic fling
from decades ago comes to light. Will the
American public accept a woman with a
past? Blackmail, a cat-and-mouse chase
through the streets of D.C., and a hostage
crisis bring the new and old media circus to
a frenzy as sexual politics and racial
tension collide in this sizzling campaign
season thriller.
Amazon Kindle
bestseller in political fiction.
50,000+
copies downloaded to date! 5.5 out of 5
stars - Top Pick Underground Book
Reviews What Amazon readers are saying:
I picked up RUNNING on Saturday
evening and put it down on Sunday at
8:15pm... what a ride! From the strong
female lead to the charmer turned villain,
the political intrigue and the romantic
longing for what might have been, I was
riveted to my Kindle. Trying to concentrate
on some gardening I found my mind
returning to the book and gave up on the
roses to head back to the wonderfully rich
world that Ms. Fitzgerald has created. (My
boys had to make their own dinner but the
dog and cat did get fed!) RUNNING had
me up till the wee hours of the morning!
And, when I was not reading it, I was
thinking about the characters. This book is
at times funny, heartbreaking, and
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suspenseful. writing, pace, and storyline
were so good that I found myself putting
off other things so I could keep reading. it
grabbed me and didnt let go. With a
fast-paced plot and an unerring feel for the
cinematic, Fitzgerald creates a thriller that
will resonate not just with political junkies
like myself, but the suspense-thriller reader
as well. Fitzgerald did a superb job with
the different points of view. The voices
were powerful and distinct. Catherine grew
as a woman, a mother, a candidate and an
individual, and the blackmailer (I dont
want to give too much away) rapidly
spiraled, causing the reader to both hate
and pity him while looking upon him with
absolute disgust. Several times, all I could
do was shake my head at the truth behind
the scenes. Mark my words: Patrice
Fitzgerald has a bestseller in the making! I
read the whole novel in one sitting, it was
that good. This story is crying out for a
movie adaptation, youll mentally be casting
it as you read! It breezily moves along the
way to a thrilling conclusion, with never a
dull moment. This is a great piece of
writing that belongs on every bestseller list
in the country. Cant believe this is a first
novel I loved this book from the very
beginning! Just when you thought you
knew where the story was going it
surprised you. Terrific plot - I had to keep
turning
the
pages
(metaphorically
speaking). The characters were intriguing
and I had no idea how it would end always a good thing when youre reading
for escape! Looking forward to the next
one. A stunning suspense novel You will
not be sorry to purchase this -- its a great
read.
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Best Running Tips for Beginners - Running too much too soon. Coming back from an injury? Nows the time to take
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things slowly to stay healthy. Follow the standard rule of The 5 Worst Things to Do Before a Run Runners World
The running blog Why getting married at the London Marathon was the best day of my life. For Jackie The running
blog How was your weekend running? 10 Classic Running Rules You Can Apply to Everyday Life Womens running
training advice for 5K, 10K, half-marathons and marathons, female-specific kit reviews, womens running shoe reviews
and more from Running Life and style The Guardian Womens Running focuses on providing editorial content
focused on running, fitness, nutrition and wellness to the ever-growing community of women runners. The Running
Room Running Room clinics - online or in-store, a community of runners that makes you feel at home. Running
Canadian Running Magazine for running news, nutrition & training tips, gear and race reviews for the Canadian running
community. How to Start Running Runners World Improve your health, lifestyle, diet & nutrition with Running
news, facts, tips, & other information. Educate yourself about Running & help yourself and Womens Running
Magazine 1 day ago The running rules that make you a better runner can also help you out in other areas. Running tips
for beginners - Live Well - NHS Choices (2) - Low-effort & low-quality posts, recent reposts, chronically repetitive
posts and posts not directly related to running are subject to removal at the moderation Canadian Running Magazine
Secrets to better running. Hang around serious runners enough and youll pick up a few tidbitshow to pace yourself,
which routes have the cleanest bathrooms 10 Bad Runner Habits (and How to Break Them) Runners World The
UKs first running magazine just for men. Regular training plans, features and gear reviews for runners of all abilities.
Advanced Running Runners World If youre already exercising, heres how to add running to your routine. Womens
Running Magazine Running is not only great for the soul, but its also beneficial to your health. Global Running Day
Running USA advances the growth and success of the running industry. Our overall goals as an organization are to
promote, celebrate and build the sport of Running - Reddit Running is a method of terrestrial locomotion allowing
humans and other animals to move rapidly on foot. Running is a type of gait characterized by an aerial The Running
Bug: Running events and training plans on the UKs Running GIFs - Find & Share on GIPHY An Hour of
Running May Add 7 Hours to Your Life - The New York Find GIFs with the latest and newest hashtags! Search,
discover and share your favorite Running GIFs. The best GIFs are on GIPHY. Running Tips, Weve Got Tons of Super
Helpful Running Ideas For Join us on Global Running Day on June 7, 2017 as we take strides toward leading
healthier, fitter lives. Grab a friend and go! Mens Running - Read this, run better Running Tips - From giving you
motivation, to showing you how to stay safe and progress steadily, well show you all you need to know about running.
37 Reasons Running Is SO Much Better Than Bicycling Runners Starting a new running habit doesnt have to be
hard. The Well Guide makes it easy to get started, get inspired and stay on track. Are you ready? Lets go! Images for
Running Seth asks: Im just getting started with my running plan and want to do things right. I know I should warm up
before I run, but how best to do that No two runners are the same, and thats exactly what we keep in mind with our
running watches. From the easy-to-use GPS teammate to the multisport-friendly Running USA: Welcome Land soft,
push off hard. On Running Shoes feature the first cushioning system that is only active when you need it - during the
landing. On Swiss Performance Running Shoes Certain people at a certain publication disagree, but the real best
sport is readily apparent. Runners World Shoe reviews, training advice, running news Running may be the single
most effective exercise to increase life expectancy, according to a new review and analysis of past research about
Running - Garmin - Choose Your Country The Running Bug is the friendliest and most supportive social network for
runners and fitness fans with over a million monthly users! Find the latest running Running - Wikipedia Lose weight,
run your first race, stay consistent: Heres how to get started right now on your 6 Professional Tips on Making Treadmill
Running More Bearable. Running Tips Runners World Welcome to RW Advanced, the former home of Running
Times online. This page is designed to quickly take you to the same great articles that were found on the
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